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“Support America”
Made in America
Joe started the day early; set his alarm clock
(Made in Japan) for 6 a.m... while his coffeepot
(Made in China) was perculating, he shaved with
his electric razor (Made in Hong Kong). He put on
a dress shirt (Made in Sri Lanka), designer jeans
(Made in Singapore) and tennis shoes (Made in
Korea). After cooking his breakfast in his new
electric skillet (Made in India), he sat down with his
calculator (Made in Mexico), to see how much his
monthly bills were. He set his watch (Made in Taiwan), to the radio (made in India), he got into his
car (Made in Germany) and continued his search
for a good paying AMERICAN JOB. At the end of
yet another discouraging and fruitless day, Joe
decided to relax for a while. He put on his sandals
(Made in Brazil), poured himself a glass of wine
(Made in France) and turned on his TV Made in
Indonesia). He pondered to himself, why he can’t
find a good paying job ... in America?

“Happy Birthday America”
Clear, Concise & To The Point
Sometimes WE get inundated with updates, price
increases or new information. Time doesn’t always
allow us the opportunity to gracefully compose this
information, so ... here it is ... “CLEAR, CONCISE & TO
THE POINT.”
PINK CADILLAC ANYONE ????

New color - Pink Kitty Sonnend (SG51) Haartz Twillfast RPC.
Tops made in this material are considered “Custom”, please
call for your price. This special material is in a limited supply
and may not be available again.

** BUY AMERICAN **
An American is Made
I saw an older man with his wife loading the trunk
of their car in a parking lot. As I was walking towards his car I noticed the license plate read “IWO
45”, for Iwo Jima 1945. As I continued to walk
towards my vehicle I thought to myself “That man
helped to preserve my life in this country as I know
it”. It seems ridiculous that this thought should be
so vivid now. Especially with all that is going on
over in Iraq and the abundance of “Support Your
Troops” signs, but seeing his loyalty marked on his
car that day was surreal to me. I turned around
and commented “I saw your license plate ... Thank
you!” He was elated at my comment and responded “You are most welcome”.
I walked away thankful I hadn’t passed up the
opportunity to open my mouth (which doesn’t happen too often) and cross the boundary that made
us strangers, to one of mutual understanding and
appreciation.
Kimmy 2005

CONCORD GRAPE IS BACK !!!
Concord Grape Hotrod (HR44) Haartz Cloth is in stock
again. Please let us know if you need a new sample.

Mazda Miata ECONOMY Top
Please correct our mistake on page 86 of our catalog.
Mazda Miata ECONOMY top MZ8340 fits 1989-98 vehicles
only.

Just a Thought
“Why is it necessary for our economy to grow by leaps and
bounds?” Isn’t slow steady growth the key to building a
firm financial foundation?” How can a country support a
service oriented industry and exclude manufacturing?”

Just a Thought
“Don’t WE owe our Veterans everything?”
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“Keep in Touch!”
American Flag Etiquette
Since September 11th, 2001, our beautiful American Flag has gained popularity and is displayed in
abundance. It reminds me of my childhood especially during patriotic holidays like Memorial Day, Fourth
of July and Labor Day. I remember the parades that closed down the main street and the excitement I
felt seeing all the Red, White and Blue. Our Flag is such an incredible icon of freedom.
WE at Electron Top have always had an American Flag inside our building but we wanted to join the
many and show our American Pride to the world so WE moved it outside. This issue brought up
questions as to the respectful positioning when a flagstaff is not available. WE all had input as to the
proper and improper way to display our flag, but each one of us received an education after reading the
“Code of Etiquette for Use of The American Flag.”
WE would like to state that the proper etiquette should be followed without personal interpretation.
These are the rules that were set forth for respectfully displaying our sign of freedom. BUT, this was not
made part of our newsletter to criticize, bring forth discontent or to pursue self righteousness. It is
elating to see our flag being displayed so proudly and abundantly, as it should be.
Our flag should be hoisted on a staff briskly to the top and then lowered ceremoniously and always
kept from touching the ground. It should be displayed on all days especially legal holidays, and other
special occasions. It is customary to display it from sunrise to sunset on buildings and on stationary
flagstaffs in the open. The Union (blue field with stars) should not be facing downward, except when
signifying distress. It should never be carried flat or horizontally, but always aloft and free.
It may be displayed at night, however, on special occasions, and with proper lighting. Note: It flies 24
hours a day at several places including Ft. Mc Henry in Baltimore, M.D. where it inspired Francis Scott Key
to write “The Star Spangled Banner”.
Flying our flag at half-staff is a sign of mourning. First, it should be hoisted to the top of the staff
briskly for an instant, and then brought down to half-staff. Also, it should be hoisted to the peak again
before ceremoniously lowering it for the night. In addition, the flag should fly at half-staff for a limited
time, 10-30 days, depending upon the death. On Memorial Day the flag should fly at half-staff until noon
and then be raised to the peak for the remainder of the day.
Our flag should be kept clean and in good condition. When it is in a condition no longer a fitting
emblem for display, it should be destroyed in a dignified manner, preferably with a respectful burning or
burial. I usually bury my old flags underneath a newly planted shrub or flower. To me this represents the
perpetuation of freedom and life.
Prohibited uses of the Flag are: dipping the flag to any person or thing (exception - saluting
ships; Dipping colors). It should never be used as a covering, nor have words, designs, or drawings
placed on it. It should not be used for advertising purposes, nor be embroidered or printed on disrespectful items (i.e. handkerchiefs, stools, undergarments) or things you may tread on (i.e. rugs, carpets,
and soles of shoes etc.). It also should not be printed or embossed on any item meant for temporary
use, discard or disposal (i.e. boxes, flyers, plastic or paper bags). Please make sure flags on vehicles are
securely attached, prevent them from falling to the ground and being shredded and destroyed.
This information was taken out of context from “The World Almanac”. WE tried to pass along
important guidelines but were unable to print it in its entirety. We found it enlightening and WE will be
modifying some of our uses of the American Flag.
WE must express our discontent with the Supreme Courts decision in 1990 which decided that the law
AGAINST burning and defacing Our Flag in public IS a violation of the free-speech guarantee. There are
certainly other means of expressing oneself than destroying a symbol of freedom that so many gave their
lives for and others who lost so much defending it. Our Flag should not be taken for granted.

“Freedom, Without Responsibility, is Soon Lost!”
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Copies of this information, in its entirety are available
to you. Please give us a call to request them.
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“Custom Quality at a Fair Price!” has been one of our Family motto’s since 1960. We continue this tradition by
producing replacement convertible tops not only with the original details from the O.E. Manufacturer but also
by producing “Custom Tops” by Electron. Our Custom Tops can be produced in many unique, less conventional
materials or colors; doing our best to accommodate any needs or desires your customer may have in order
to make their top unique while maintaining our commitment to ... “Custom Quality Tops at a Fair Price!”

Call Toll Free (800) 221-4476

F&L/Sales/Custom Tops

